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  Introduction
  When the first settlers moved into new regions of our expanding nation, they cleared small plots of ground for subsistence
  farming and used the felled trees for logs and timbers to construct homes for themselves and barns for their livestock.  Because
  these resourceful settlers had to use what was available to them, they often did not discriminate among wood species--if the
  trees they felled were solid and durable they were used in the needed structures.  It is in that same spirit of
  resourcefulness, economy and good stewardship that Trestlewood offers Trailblazer Mixed Hardwood T&G Flooring.

  Species
  Mixed Hardwood.  May include Oak, Elm, Hickory, Ash, Maple, Beech, others

  Source
  Barns, corncribs, stables, mills, homes and other buildings and agricultural/industrial/construction structures and materials
  from different locations in North America

  Flooring Type
  Solid Wood, Unfinished

  Profile
  Tongue and Groove (T&G)

  Knots
  Unlimited; some knots are broken, loose or fallen out

  Holes
  Random nail holes; occasional bolt holes or peg holes; regular worm holes.  Nail and bolt holes commonly have some stain
  surrounding the hole.

  Checking/Cracks
  Moderate surface checking; some cracking is allowed as long as the board is sound.

  Grain Pattern
  Mixed

  Standard Dimensions
  a) Thickness: 3/4"; b) Width: 3" to 7"; c) Length: 2 to 10' with no more than 5% of footage to be 2.5' or less.

  Textures Available
  As-Is, Skip-Planed, Smooth and Circle-Sawn

  Skip-Planed Texture
  Skip-Planed Texture is achieved by using the texture of weathered timbers or lumber and lightly planing that as-is face.  The
  look of the skip-planed material will vary substantially from piece to piece.  Some of the characteristics that will vary
  substantially from piece to piece are: original weathering (brown/gray, deeply checked/relatively smooth); original texture
  (circlesawn/bandsawn/weathered smooth); species; and color (light tan/pinkish/brown/gray/etc.)  Some pieces (roughly 70% of the
  square footage) will "clean up" entirely and have  no skipping.
  
  Because the finish face of Skip-Planed flooring is not entirely milled, there will often be a slight "lip" along the seams where
  two floor boards come together upon installation.  Attention to slight differences from piece to piece may minimize the impact
  of these differences, but will not eliminate it as an issue entirely.

  Appearance Variation
  Boards can vary in appearance from piece to piece and even within a piece.  The characteristics described on this specification
  sheet generally apply to each board's featured face.  The opposite face and edges can differ from the featured face in texture,
  coloring, and other characteristics unless otherwise noted.
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